
Problem Set III

Calculus I � MAT 181-050 � Fall 2018

October 1, 2018

Due: Friday, October 5, 2018
Read: Sections 2.6, 3.1–3.2

Instructions: All solutions should be prepared carefully, recopied in a neat final form, and presented in
the order given. All solution sets shall be completed on white paper and stapled (unlined paper is preferred).
Careless presentation (e.g. notebook fringes, bad handwriting, pen scribbles, doodles, wasted space, etc) will
result in a deduction of points at my discretion. Submitted work that does not demonstrate clearly the
process by which one arrived at the answer will not receive credit of any kind. Academic dishonesty will not
be tolerated.
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1.] Show that the following piece-wise function is continuous at x = 1. You must compute all necessary
limits to receive full credit.

f(x) =


x22− 1

1− x
if x < 1

−2 if x = 1
2x3 − 6x2 + 4x

x2 − x
if x > 1

2.] Use the Intermediate Value Theorem to show that the equation

x3 − 5x2 + 2
√
x+ 5 = 0,

has a solution on the interval (0, 3). Find a sub-interval of (0, 3) that has width at most 0.1 that contains
a solution to this equation.

3.] Let f(x) = 2x2 − 7x+ 3.

a.) Find the slope of the tangent line, mtan, at x = 1. You must evaluate mtan using the limit definition.

b.) Determine the equation of the tangent line that intersects the graph of f at the point
(
1, f(1)

)
.

4.] Let f(x) =
√
x+ 2. Using the limit definition of the derivative, determine the derivative function f ′(x).

Specify, in interval notation, where f is continuous and where f is differentiable.

5.] Using the appropriate rules of differentiation, find the derivative of the following functions:

a.) f(x) = π2

b.) g(t) = t1000

c.) y = 2w3 − 6
√
w + 2w

d.) q(s) =
s3 − s
s

e.) F = 2ex − 6x2

f.) h = (t−
√
t)
√
t


